The book was found

Street Fighter World Warrior Encyclopedia
Enter the world of Street Fighter, where fighters of every size, shape, and color collide in a global battle for supremacy. Combatants fight for reasons as diverse as their nationalities, each with their own unique moves and fighting style. Now you can learn the whole story behind the world's greatest fighters in The Street Fighter World Warrior Encyclopedia! Inside you will find detailed profiles of every Street Fighter character, including their histories, strengths, allies, enemies, and more! Each profile is accompanied by pulse-pounding artwork by top UDON artists like Alvin Lee, Jo Chen, Arnold Tsang, Jeffrey Cruz, Joe Ng, and Omar Dogan.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book contains bios on all the major Street Fighter characters. If they've appeared in SF II, III, IV or the Alpha games, they are included here (no one from the EX series though - which to me is fine). A few more major characters get extra attention. There's nice full page art for each character, likes, dislikes, etc and their bio, which seems to be entirely official (i.e. taken from the games). It also contains a smaller glossary like section in the back with tidbits on lesser characters like Ken's wife, SF I characters, etc. While I wouldn't have minded more information, like for example, dialogue exchanges with their rivals from SF Alpha 3 & SF IV, for the price its a nice reference and fun to get a refresher on your favorite world warriors.

This book is a must have for all you die hard fans. It gives you stats and the back stories to almost
every street fighter in the universe today. This book does not have any of the fighters from the EX series, but does have all of the new fighters in street fighter 4 and super street fighter 4. Its not a massive book so its easy to port around. For your kid they could take it to school or for adults slip it into your briefcase on the way to work and sneak in a few pages. All in all a great addition to anyone's library.

Great compilation of every SF character, but I was hoping for something more besides just characters BIO's. The art itself is great as always, but they could've added a little plus for the fans.

I really enjoyed the book. And far exceeded my expectations. The cover is very nice and has a different texture and delicious to pass the hand! I recommend.

It's very informative... It be nice if its included power bar just like Marvel Universe, so it be much fun to match/compare each characters stats n such;)

A really cool encyclopedia to have around, if your a die-hard fan. Great art and a lot of neat facts and stuff you wouldn't know about characters.
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